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Turkey could retaliate against US tariffs
Turkey could retaliate against
potential US steel tariffs by hiking duties on imports of American
cotton, one of President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan’s economic
advisers said on Tuesday.
US President Donald Trump
said last week he would impose
broad tariffs on imports of steel
and
aluminum
to
protect
American
national
security,
sparking concern from US trade
partners and causing turmoil in

global stock markets.
“Starting with Turkey, countries affected by the US tax
imposition are preparing to
answer the US in alternative
goods — such as Turkey in cotton,” Cemil Ertem, a prominent
Erdogan adviser, wrote in the
Milliyet newspaper.
He did not say how much of a
tariff was being considered.
The Economy Ministry said it
had spoken to European Union

Trade Commissioner Cecilia
Malstrom regarding the issue
and that they had agreed to
cooperate on it in the World
Trade Organization (WTO).
Turkey, home to a major textile industry and companies that
supply global fashion brands
such as Zara, Adidas and Nike,
imported $519 million worth of
US cotton in 2016, according to
data from the Turkish Statistical
Institute. (RTRS)

Kuwait market treads
water; volume ticks up
Al Ahli Bank gains 10 fils; Ooredoo dips
By John Mathews
Arab Times Staff

KUWAIT CITY, March 6:
Kuwait stocks trod water
on Tuesday after see-sawing earlier in the week. The
price index inched 0.17 pts
lower to 6,805.74 points
even as stocks swayed in
both directions in absence
of strong drivers.
The KSX 15 gauge eased 0.29
pts down to 956.05 points and is
up 42 pts from start of the year
while weighted index inched 0.29
pts lower. The volume turnover
meanwhile ticked slightly higher.
65.47 million shares changed
hands — up 2.5 pct from the day
before.
The sectors closed mostly mixed.
Technology outled the rest with 7 pct
jump and insurance shed 1.56 percent, the biggest loser of the day.
Volume wise, telecommunications
garnered the highest market share of
36.3 pct and financial services trailed
with 22.7 percent contribution.
Among the notable movers,
Humansoft Holding extended last
session’s gains with 70 fils jump to
KD 3.970 and Al Ahli Bank rallied
10 fils on back of 1.5 million shares.
UPAC slid 30 fils and Automated
Systems Co dipped 40 fils to 160 fils
reversing Monday’s gains.
Zain dropped 7 fils to 460 fils after
trading 1.9 million shares and
Ooredoo was down 10 fils at KD
1.010 taking the month’s losses to
339 fils. Kuwait Telecommunications
Co (VIVA) rose 5 fils to 766 fils and
Agility ticked 1 fils lower to 851 fils.
Kuwait Finance House clipped 2
fils and National Bank of Kuwait
added 3 fils. NBK has posted a profit
of KD 322.36 million in the year ending Dec, 2017 — a 9.2 pct rise from
year before. In the fourth quarter of
2017, earnings was up 10.7 pct to KD
84 million from the year-ago period.
The market opened flat and charted
a linear course in early trade. The
main index dived briefly to plumb the
day’s lowest level of 6,589 pts a bout
of brisk selling and rebounded quickly. It drifted sideways thereafter as
sentiment remained mixed and closed
almost unchanged.
Top gainer of the day, Warba
Insurance Co soared 9.98 pct to 65
fils and Wethaq Takaful climbed
9.38 pct to stand close behind,

Automated Systems Co skidded 20
percent, the steepest decliner of the
day and Ithmaar Holding topped the
volume with 9.5 million shares.
Despite the day’s tame closing, the
losers outnumbered the winners. 40
stocks advanced whereas 48 closed
lower. Of the 118 counters active on
Tuesday, 30 closed flat. 3135 deals
worth KD 12.4 million were transacted- a 37 pct surge in value from
the day before.
National Industries Group fell 2
fils to 151 fils after trading 1.4 million shares and Gulf Cable was
unchanged at 405 fils. Heavy
Engineering
Industries
and
Shipbuilding Co jumped 17 fils while
Metal and Recycling Co gave up 2
fils.
Flat
Jazeera Airways ticked 1 fil down
to 598 fils and ALAFCO stood pat at
375 fils. Kuwait Portland Cement
and Burgan Well Drilling Co took in
2 fils each whereas Soor closed flat at
114 fils.
Kuwait Foundry Co shed 7 fils
with thin trading and Kuwait National
Cinema Co climbed 8 fils to KD
1.059. Kuwait and Gulf Links
Transport Co was unchanged at 105
fils and KGL Logistics ticked 0.5 fil
higher to 53 fils.
Mezzan Holding held ground at
800 fils off slight early lows and Gulf
Finance House gave up 3 fils. Inovest
inched 0.5 fil higher to 68 fils and Al
Rai Media Group dialed up 2 fils.
Boubyan Petrochemical Co slipped
5 fils to 700 fils and Qurain
Petrochemical Industries paused at
337 fils posted a 10.2 pct in profits to
KD 5.47 million during the third
quarter ended 31 Dec, 2017 from
same period last year. During the
nine months, the profits fell 3.3 pct to
KD 16.03 m.
In the banking sector, Commercial
Bank fell 2 fils to 451 fils Al Mutahed
followed suit to end at 335 fils.
Kuwait International Bank was flat at
234 fils.
Burgan Bank and Gulf Bank stood
pat at 288 fils and 250 fils respectively whereas Warba Bank fell 3 fils
to 239 fils. Boubyan Bank was
unchanged at 487 fils.
KIPCO and International Financial
Advisors were flat at 300 fils and 27
fils whereas Kuwait Investment Co
clipped 2 fils. National Investment
Co eased 0.3 fil to 98.5 fils and Coast
Investment Co paused at 32 fils.
Bayan Investment Co eased 0.4 fil
to 41.9 fils and Osoul Investment
took in 1 fils. Securities House ticked

0.2 fils higher while Al Mal and
Alola held ground at 25.7 fils and 39
fils respectively. Unicap slipped 2.9
fils to 45 fils.
Noor Financial Investment Co fell
0.2 fils to 51.5 fils and Tamdeen
Investment Co was flat at 275 fils. Al
Deera Holding dialed up 2 fils and
Amwal was up 2.8 fils at 55.9 fils. Al
Imtiaz edged 1 fil down 137 fils.
Wethaq Takaful climbed 3 fils to 35
fils.
United Real Estate and National
Real Estate Co gave up 2 fils each
while Kuwait Real Estate trimmed
0.4 fil. Mabanee Co dropped 4 fils to
718 fils and Mazaya Holding stalled
at 109 fils
The bourse has been mixed so far
during the week and has slipped 2
points in last three sessions. It had
gained 85 points during whole of
February and is trading 6.2 pct higher
year-to-date. KSE, with 188 listed
companies, is the second largest
bourse in the region.
In the bourse related news, Kuwait
Telecommunication
Co
(Viva)
logged a 9.8 pct rise in profits to KD
11.8 mln during the fourth quarter of
2017 as against Q4 of 2016. During
2017, earnings was up marginally by
1 percent to KD 40.09 mln compared
to KD 39.81 million in FY16. The
board has recommended a cash dividend of 30 percent for FY2017 or 30
fils per share.
Aqar Real Estate Investments’
fourth quarter profits dropped by
14.7 pct from the same period last
year to to KD 732,000. During fiscal year 2017, earnings saw a marginal year-on-year rise of 1.1 percent to KD 1.76 million. The board
of directors has recommended cash
dividend of 6 pct or 6 fils per share
for FY17.
Al Imtiaz Investment Group
slipped into red in the fourth quarter
of 2017 as it incurred KD 2.9 million
in losses in the quarter against profit
of KD 6.7 million in the year-ago
period. In the full-year 2017, it posted a profit of KD 30.85 mln, up
124.7% from previous year. The
company attributed its higher annual
profits to selling a part of its stake in
an associate.
Tijara and Real Estate Investment
‘s has recorded a 94.6 pct jump in
profits to KD 351,220 during the
fourth quarter of 2017 compared to
the same period last year. During FY
2017, the earnings dropped 12.8 pct
in profits to KD 706,250. The board
has recommended a cash dividend of
3 percent for FY 2017.

Mideast stocks
Egypt hits record high

Abu Dhabi down; Saudi gains
DUBAI, March 6, (RTRS): Gulf
stocks were mixed on Tuesday,
with the Saudi market up on
steady oil prices and Abu Dhabi
dragged down by First Abu
Dhabi Bank’s stock going exdividend.
Outside of the Gulf, Egypt’s
index continued to climb, reaching an all-time high as it benefits
from the central bank’s decision
to cut interest rates last month,
the first time it has done so since
letting the currency float freely
in 2016.
The Egyptian exchange closed
at 16,012.66 points, up 1.99 percent, fuelled by gains in the consumer and real estate sectors.
Stronger global stocks on
Tuesday — with US President
Donald Trump facing increasing
pressure to pull back from a proposed increase in steel and aluminium tariffs — had a positive
effect on the Saudi market, which
was also boosted by gains in the
petrochemical sector due to
steady oil prices.
The Tadawul climbed 0.96
percent, with petchem companies such as Saudi Basic
Industries Corporation (Sabic)
gaining 1.5 percent and Saudi
International Petrochemical Co
up 0.9 percent.
Banks were also all up, with Al

Rajhi Banking & Investment
Corporation seeing the highest
trading volumes in the sector and
climbing 1.32 percent, while
Arab National Bank was the top
gainer, jumping 3.7 percent.
“Global
markets
have
improved and the Saudi market
is already balanced, so people are
optimistic and the bet is still on
leading stocks and banks,” said
Mazen Al Sudairi, head of
research at Rajhi Capital.
The Qatar market lost 0.29
percent, despite initial gains.
Vodafone Qatar was the worst
performer, losing 3.76 percent.
The company’s board announced
last week a decision to reduce the
share capital of the company by
halving the nominal value of the
company to 5 riyal per share.
The real estate sector also
weighed on the index, with
United Development Company
and
Barwa
Development
Company losing 1.79 percent
and 0.88 percent respectively.
The Dubai exchange was
broadly flat, losing only 0.05
percent. Abu Dhabi, though,
slipped 1.87 percent, pulled by
First Abu Dhabi Bank which
dropped 6.47 percent as the stock
went ex-dividend.
FAB announced a cash dividend of 0.7 dirhams. On the ex-

dividend date, the exchange
reduces the stock price by the
amount of the dividend to
account for the fact that new
investors are not eligible to
receive dividends and are therefore unwilling to pay a premium.
Saudi Arabia
■ Index went up 0.96 percent
to 7,437.61 points.
Dubai
■ Index shed 0.05 percent to
3,204.91 points.
Abu Dhabi
■ Index dropped 1.87 percent
to 4,523.49 points.
Qatar
■ Index went down 0.29 percent to 8,429.30 points.
Egypt
■ Index rose 1.99 percent to
16,022 points.
Kuwait
■ Index was flat 6,805.74
points.
Bahrain
■ Index was up 0.01 percent to
1,374.766 points.
Oman
■ Index dropped 0.81 percent
to 4,947.400 points.

